Introduction
The existence of solutions of multivalued Goursat problem for functional-differential equations of neutral type 
z^(s,t)=z 2 (s,t) ,p^(s,t) =p 2 (s,t), q^s.t) = = q 2 (s,t), r^(s,t) = r 2 (s,t) for (s,t) e P xy , where P v ": = [-a,x]x[-|3,y] for (x,y)eD (see [7]).
For given <p e $(P,R n ) we formulate the following Goursat Let now S be a multivalued mapping ->S^eComp (C 0 (P Q )). for each k=l,2,... . Therefore, ziS(A Q ). From this contradiction we conclude that S is upper semiconctinuous on M.
